
NYLON HOLDERS FOR THE SPRAYS

HARDENED Expandable Batons in lengths 16", 18", 21”, 23" and 26" for professional use have also the first
 quality tenacious rubber grip with an original surface. Two types of handles are available anti-slip handle with
 indented surface and ergonomic handle with smooth surface. The difference in comparison with non-hardened 
version consists in the expandable tubes, which are made from more superior material, which is moreover hardened
 by heat treatment. They are therefore highly resistant to a flexion if the baton is exposed to a hard stroke. Surface finish
 is black nickel-zinc (with good resistance to abrasion), or white chrome. Hardened expandable batons are intended for
 professional users from police and other security forces.

ExB – 21H, 
ExB - 21H, (21"/ 530 mm)
ExB - 21HE (21"/ 530 mm), Ergo Grip
ExB - 18H, (18"/ 450 mm)
ExB - 16H, (16"/ 400 mm)
ExB - 26H (26"/ 670 mm)

EXPANDABLE BATONS HARDENED

All expandable batons are supplied with plastic holder BH-02 or BH-03, for which European patent was 
granted  (EU Pat. No.: 1832834)
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EXPANDABLE BATON´S ACCESSORIES

Plastic swivelling holder has been designed for professional use. Thanks to its unique patented
construction (EU Pat. No.: 1457132 and 1604587. US Pat. No.: 7.201.604 and 7.380.692) it enables a
very quick drawing of the baton. Special clamping buckle enables its fitting on the belt with one hand only
 without necessity of unbuckling the belt. Clip enables pivoting of the holder by full circle of 360
 degrees with 16 locking positions. Type SH - 21 is determined for the batons 16", 18" and 21" long.

            BE-01  Supplementary Expandable Baton`s conical  rubber ending with a jut

 It is also possible to supply a special large conical ending of the handle for
 expandable batons to increase greatly the certitude of baton holding.
 This ending has a specially curved jut, which allows hitting the adversary
 with the other side of baton. This is advantageous in situations where the 
confined space makes it impossible to fully open the baton and use it.
 The ending is supplied separately or upon request with a complete baton. 

BE-02 

Supplementary Expandable Baton's HARDENED steel Ending 

BE-03 
Expandable baton ending with Crowbar

SH-21

 
Supplementary rubber ending with hardened steel spike

BE-04

BE-03

It serves particularly in emergency cases for destruction of obstacles made of
glass, for example at car accidents or police interventions
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BA-01      Axe for Expandable baton

Rescue axe is a tool designated particularly for use by police or rescue teams. It can be easily mounted
on the baton after unscrewing its original ending. In this manner it is possible to create in emergency
situations very rapidly an alternate multi-function tool – it can be used for chopping, hammering,
levering, etc. It can also be used for rescuing of persons from vehicles or for removal of fallen
branches, etc. Dimensions: 115 x 80 mm, weight 560 g.

            BCB-01 Crowbar for Expandable baton

 The crowbar is designated for use by police or rescue teams It can be easily mounted on the baton after
unscrewing its original ending In this manner it is possible to create in emergency situations very rapidly
an alternate tool for forced entry into the object for levering of hinges and locks removal of nails
hammering or for rescuing of persons from vehicles Version for armed services is equipped moreover
with side protrusions which serves for breaking of inserts of ordinary locks Dimensions 170 x 48 mm
weight 850 g
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It can be easily mounted on the baton after unscrewing its original ending. In this manner it is possible
to create in emergency situations very rapidly an alternate tool increasing the possibilities of using
ESP expandable baton. This shovel was created for Army and Police Forces, rescue teams, but also
for anybody who could need sometimes to free off a stuck car or in camping.
Dimensions: 230 x 150 mm, weight 720 g.

Cutter for expandable baton represent comparatively compact accessory, which can be easily placed
also on service vest. When combined with two expandable batons, which are now more and more
frequently available even in ordinary two-member patrol, it creates very quickly a fully operational
cutter, which would be otherwise too heavy and encumbering to be taken to action. It serves as worthful
aid at many interventions, military or res cue actions. 

BCT-01 Cutter for expandable baton

BCB-01

BS-01 Shovel for Expandable baton
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ADDITIONAL TACTICAL MIRRORS FOR EXPANDABLE BATON

Type M - 2 
Additional Tactical Mirrors for Expandable Baton with nylon casing  
These mirrors will enable you for example  to determine presence 
of an aggressor behind  the corner or in the  room to be entered, 
The mirror is equipped  with a clip for  easy fitting on  the  baton. 

 BWB-01
 Special impact ending – Baton window breaker 

Mounting of this ending on the baton is very quick and easy.
 It is determined for forcible entries into objects and vehicles
 during police and rescue operations. The head is made of
 high quality hardened steel and it is equipped with a plastic
 fixing centre. 

BL - 02 
Additional flashlight  for expandable baton 

It is possible to equip the expandable baton with additional flashlight BL - 02. 
The flashlight can be used also independently as pocket light. High luminosity
 is ensured by 3 LED diodes. Duration of shining up to 80 hours. Waterproof
 duralumin body. Service life of LED diodes is 100 000 hours.
 Power supply from 2 pcs of lithium batteries - type CR 2032. 

BWB-01

M - 2 

BL - 02

    BC-1 
Metallic clip for expandable baton for concealed baton carriage 

Metallic clip BC-1 is easily attached on expandable baton and 
enables thus its concealed carrying on the belt outside or
 inside trousers or on tactical vest, 

 BC-1 

Additional hand strap for
 expandable baton - type ExB 

The strap can be easily inserted under the screw-on ending. 
The baton can be thus used with or without the hand strap 
as needed.
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EQUIPMENT FOR TRAINING 

TRAINING BATON 

TRAINING TONFA 

TRAINING SHOCK  ABSORBING SHIELD 

Training batons are made in two lengths TB - 21and TB - 26. 
They are highly wear resistant and their dimensions and 
weights correspond to telescopic batons of the length 
21" and 26". We offer also a training baton with dimensions 
of a baseball bat (length 73 cm). 

We can supply the training tonfa TT- 24
 for training work, together with police 
tonfas. Their dimensions correspond to
 the type TR - 24/59 

The covering cloth is made of highly damage 
resistant material. It can withstand not only 
hits of training batons or training tonfas, but 
also hits of hardened steel batons, police tonfas
 or classical batons. Width 610 mm, height 950 mm,
 depth 100 mm, weight 4,7 kg. 

TS-60-95

TS-50-70

Width 500 mm, height 700 mm,
depth 100 mm, weight 2.9 kg.

TBT-21   TBT-26  
THIN TRAINING BATON

TBT-21

TBT-26

Thanks to its slimmer and more rigid execution it enables training
of various levers and fixations, which usually form and integral 
part of training of armedforces. 
Length 550 / 660 mm, mass 290 / 350 g.

HOLDER FOR TRAINING
 BATON OR TONFA 

HTB-01

It serves for rapid fixation of the trainingbaton or tonfa during
 training, when instructor needs to free his hands for 
explanation of some trainingelements. 
It contains reinforced plate with Velcro hooks.

CLOSED TRAINING BATON

This version of the training baton is made of orange silicone and
its shape is identical with that of the closed real ESP expandable
 baton. It is designated primarilyfor the possible training of 
self-defence techniques, as well as for realisation of various model
 situations.Length 210 mm, mass 170 g.

TBU-21

TT- 24
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Training DVD  
Telescopic baton in practice 

TK-01 H, TK-01 S Training knife 

 Plastic version of a commando knife has a form of a dagger. It serves for special defence training, 
 as well as for realisation of model situations. It is manufactured in two variants of stiffness.
 The stiffer version is marked as H (hard), and softer version is marked as S (soft).
 They serve for different levels of training. 
  Length 290 mm 

TW-CZ 75 Training Pistol
 model 75 D Compact 

Training version of the Czech police pistol. The training pistol "CZ 75 Compact police" 
is determined particularly for safe special training – e.g. for training of different defence 
tactics or various model situations. This training aid, which is not a real gun, has the
 same dimensions and weight as original pistol. 
Signal orange colour discerns it easily from the real gun. 

CUTTER FOR CUTTING DISPONSABLE HANDCUFFS

Ergonomic shape with an aperture for safe holding and with an eye for
 hanging on an outfit or a key-ring. Cutter edge is embedded in order
 to prevent any injury at manipulation 

TEXTILE DISPOSABLE HANDCUFFS 

TK-01 H

TW-CZ 75
TW-Glock 17 Training pistol

Training silicone pistol Glock 17 is designated namely for the safest possible training of self-defence
techniques using the pistol or techniques using hits with the pistol. Used material and execution not only
reduce considerably danger of injury at contact training, but they also prevent damage of wooden floor
or training mat. Signal orange colour discerns it easily from the real gun. The edges are smoothed in order
to prevent injuries during contact. Mass 360 g.

TW-Glock 17

Handcuffs use new locking system, which prevents release from handcuffs
 even to physically very strong persons. Main advantages consist in low 
weight and easy storage. Bright yellow fabric ribbon enables easy identification
 of handcuffed person. Handcuffs can be made also in black colour. They are
 supplied in a set of 5 pieces. 

HT-01

HK-01
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POLICE TONFA

Police TONFA Type TF - 24/59 or TR 24/59 was developed in a co-operation
 with the police experts from the Czech Republic and Poland and 
it is determined especially for the professional use in the police 
units and security agencies. The tonfa is made of the high-resistant
 polypropylene and has many improved features, which increase
 certitude of the policeman at self-defence . 

EXPANDABLE TONFA 

 Expandable Tonfa Type ExT - 20/52 or ExT - 24/61
 is made of high-quality duralumin. This material 
 assures high rigidity. It is very compact when closed
 and does not obstruct your movements. In case of need 
 it can be drawn out very quickly to its full length.
 Lengths inch/cm: 20/52, 24/61 

CLASSICAL STRAIGHT POLICE BATONS 

- 21/53 PB 
- 23/58 PB 
Straight Batons type PB, PB-Hs, PBS and PBS-Hs.
 The batons are made from the same durable material (polypropylene)
 as the police plastic tonfa batons. Although they are comparatively
 lightweight, they are highly resistant to fracture. The batons can be 
supplied either with or without wrist strap. 

TF - 24/59

21/53 PB

23/58 PB 
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IMPACT RESISTANT POLICE SHIELD 

Dimensions: width 600 x height 1000 mm in basic version, weight 3.5 kg. 
It is possible to adjust the width to 550mm, height can be adjusted as needed. 
The shield is made of high-quality, extremely resistant polycarbonate
 with thickness 3mm (it can be increased upon request up to 5mm). 
Inner ergonomically shaped reinforcing plate dampens efficiently
 impacts and vibrations on holding hand. Handle is double and 
enables holding of the shield by both hands. V-shaped form of the
 shield conducts blows efficiently aside. 

DETECTION MIRROR 

Detection mirror serves for inspection of hazardous spaces and for pyrotechnical controls.
 Angular parabolic shape is very advantageous as it greatly increases angle of observation.
 The mirror uses duralumin lightweight telescopic rod, the length of which can be adjusted
 from 450 mm to 1000 mm and then collapsed back to compact dimensions. Anti-skid 
handle enables safe grip. The mirror can be easily removed from the rod easier transport.
 Mirror version with lighting DM-160 L uses a flashlight with 14 LED diodes "FL-3AAA-14 LED".
 Power supply is ensured by 3 alkaline AAA batteries, the flashlight is fastened right to the mirror,
 which means that lighting does not depend on mutual position of the mirror and the rod and it
 enables an optimum illumination of the searched space. Diameter of the mirror is 162 mm, 
diameter of the mirror surface is 145 mm, weight 570 g. 

NYLON HOLDER FOR HANDCUFFS

The holder is designated for majority of the types of used metallic handcuffs.
 It is made of highlyresistant and light, specially formed nylon. On the back 
side it is equipped with strong metallic clip,which enables its fast fixation 
on a belt (without unbuckling it) or to a tactical vest
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TR - 02

TF-01

FL-3AAA-14 LED  
MAGNUM Duralumin flashlight with 14x LED
 diodes and 3x AAA batteries (incl. bateries)

HOLDERS FOR TONFAS TR or ExT and BATONS PB or PBS

LH-04 
Swivelling plastic holder for tactical police flashlights 
Helios 3 and Barracuda 3,as well as for flashlights of 
similar shape and dimensions with body diameter of 25 mm

Plastic swivelling holder 
for defensive spray with vessel diameter of 35 mm

SHU-08

SHU-18

SHU-08: The plastic swivelling holder is designated for professional use at carrying of defensive
spray with diameter 35 mm. It contains a sprung plate, which holds the spray firmly in the holder.

SHU-18: This type of holder uses model of flat quick-coupling clip UBC-02, which enables its
rapid insertion on belt with one hand only without unbuckling the belt. However, the distance
between the belt and the spray is smaller with this type of clip.
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PLASTIC HOLDERS FOR MAGAZINE

Self-locking universal holder is designated for carrying of broader range of double stack
magazines 9mm Luger for the most frequently used service guns used all over the world – such
as Glock, SIG Sauer P226/P229, SW MP9, Beretta M9, Taurus 92/99, CZ 75 Compact, Grand Power
K100…

MH-04

MH-14
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